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Abstract 
The rigid punch problem, a certain contact problem, leads to a noncoercive 
variational inequality. We show that its solution admits a directional derviative 
with respect to the data. 
1 Introduction and problem. formulation 
In the rigid punch problem one considers a material body deformed by another body (the 
punch), the latter assumed to be rigid. We discuss here the following specific situation. 
The linear elastic material body occupies at rest the domain R C RN, N = 2 or 3, and 
is kept fixed at a part I’s of its boundary. The rigid punch has one degree of freedom, 
namely the motion in the vertical direction, and presses from above with a fixed force 
resulting from its own weight into the material body. We assume frictionless contact. See 
figure 1 for a sketch of the initial and the equilibrium configuration. 
(Insert figure 1.) 
The variational inequality approach to contact problems is wellknown and subject of 
several textbooks, see e.g. [2], [4], (71, [S], [lo], [ll], and in particular [8] for an extended 
discussion of the rigid punch problem. Here, the unknowns are the components ui : R + 
RN,1 5 i 5 N, of the displacement of the elastic body and the vertical displacement 
y E R in the downward direction of the rigid punch. For notational simplicity, we write 
where V is a suitable Hilbert space. The variational inequality then takes on the standard 
form 
u(u,v-u) > <F,v-u> V V E K  (1) 
u E  Ir’ 
Here, a is the usual bilinear form of linear elasticity 
a(u,v) = I aijklGj(u)Ekl(v)d2 (2) 
cl 
Cij(U) = t(tliUj + 8jUi). 
The linear form F includes the body forces as well as the contribution from the potential 
energy of the punch 
< F,u >= I fiuidx + Py (3) R 
where P > 0 corresponds to the weight of the punch. The constraint set I< represents 
a linearized form of the nonpenetration condition (i.e. the condition that the punch is 
always above the elastic body). We write it in the general form 
I( = {(v~,...,v~,z): ~i(X)vi(~)+~(~)z I cP(x)7x f rC> (4) 
Here, rC is that part of the upper boundary of R where contact may possibly occur. The 
function ‘p denotes the vertical distance (or some modification of it) of the punch from the 
elastic body in the initial configuration, and the functions oi, p are connected to the unit 
2 
normal of the boundary of the punch or of the elastic body. Various forms are possible, 
for example (N = 2) 
see e.g. [3], (71, [8]. W e a so refer to the literature for the formulation of the rigid punch 1 
problem as a boundary value problem. 
In optimal design, one wants to choose the material coefficients aijkl or the shape fl of 
the elastic body in order to minimize some functional involving the displacement or the 
stress. Here one encounters the basic mathematical difficulty that the solution u of (1) is a 
Lipschitz continuous (if the bilinear form is coercive), but not differentiable function of the 
data. It is therefore of interest to know whether this function is directionally differentiable, 
and to compute its derivative. Mignot [9] h as studied the dependence of u upon F in 
(1) in the coercive case. Among others, Sokolowski and Zolesio have contributed a lot, 
partially based on [14]; we just refer to [13]. 
The specific feature of interest here is the noncoercivity of the bilinear form a due to the 
presence of the additional unknown y which does not appear in (2). While a lot of work 
has been done in existence theory, mainly by the Italian school, the question of sensitivity 
seems to be largely open. Our approach is to extend the methods of [6, 9, 121 to the 
analysis of the rigid punch problem. This is possible since problem (l)-(4) is not very 
far from the case of a coercive bilinear form, and since one can obtain local Lipschitz 
dependence of the solution u upon the data (which is, of course, almost necessary for 
directional differentiability). 
2 Sensitivity analysis of a -noncoercive variational 
inequality. 
We consider the variational inequality 
a(u,v-u) > <F,v-u> VVEK (5) 
u E I< 
where a : V x V -+ W is a continuous bilinear form on a Hilbert space V, F : V + W is a 
continuous linear functional, and I< is a closed convex subset of V. We assume that 
u(u,u) 20 VUEV (6) 
but neither that a is coercive nor that it is symmetric. We consider the case where the 
variational inequality (5) has a unique solution 
u = r(F) (7) 
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and look for the directional derivative of the mapping r : V’ + V in some direction 
H E V’, i.e. we want to find g E V with 
r(F + tH) = T(F) + tg $ o(t). (8) 
From the paper of Mignot [9] ‘t I is clear that g should solve an associated variational 
inequality where the convex set Ir’ is replaced by a certain subset of its tangent cone at 
u = r(F). More precisely, let us denote the set of admissible directions at u E K by 
C(U) = {W E V : u + tv E Ir’ for some t 2 0) (9) 
and the tangent cone by 
S(u) = cl(C(u)) 
If necessary, we will write C~(21), SK(~) for clarity. 
We also define for u E K, F E V’ 
(10) 
S(u, F) = S(u) n H(u, F), C(u,F) = C(u) n H(u, F) 
where H(u,F) denotes the closed hyperplane 
(11) 
H(u,F) = {v E V : a(u,v) = < F,v >}. (12) 
The associated variational inequality for the directional derivative g of 7r at F in the 
direction H is given by 
4% 2, - s> 2 <H,w-g> VwcS(u,F) (13) 
9 E S(O). 
Mignot [9] and Haraux [6] h ave shown that the following additional property of the convex 
set I< is crucial for the analysis of the coercive case. 
I Definition 2.1 
A closed convex set I< c V is called polyhedric if 
1 S(u) n H = cl(C(u) n H) 
for any u E I< and any hyperplane H in V. 
The main result of this section is now the following. 
Theorem 2.2 
Assume that 
(i) the variational inequality (5) has a unique solution u = r(F) for an F E V’, and 
the map t --+ T(F $ tH) is locally Lipschita continuous for any F, H, E V’, 
4 
(ii) the variational inequality (13) has at most one solution, 
(iii) the set I< is polyhedric. 
Then the difference quotient 
ntu = u(t) - 44 
t 
, u(t) = r(F + tq, 
satisfies 
A tu + g weakly in V, 
a(Atu - g, Atu - g) + 0 
for t 1 0, where g is the unique solution of (13). 
. 
Proof: This is similar to that of proposition 1 in [6]. By (i), {A,u} is bounded in V 
for small t, and At,u + g weakly for some g E V and some sequence t, 1 0. Let now 
v E C(u(O), F). Then for t 2 0 small enough we have u(O) + tv E K, and 
t2[a(Atu,u - Atu)- < H,v - A,u >] = 
= a(u(t), u(0) + tv - u(t)) - a(u(O), u(0) + tv - u(t))- < tH, u(0) + tv - u(t) > 
2 < F + tH, u(0) + tv - u(t) > +a(u(O), u(t) - u(O)) - ta(u(O), v) - 
- < tH,u(O) + tv - u(t) > 
= a(u(O),u(tj - u(O))- < F,2i(t) - u(0) > 2 0, 
so in particular 
i 
t[a(Atu,v - Atu)- < H,v - Atu >] 2 a(u(O), Atu)- < F, Atu > 2 0. (14 
From (14) we immediately obtain a(u(O),g) =< F,g > and therefore g E S(u(O), F), 
since Atu E C(u(O),F) f or small t. We now shown that g solves (13). By (14) and since 
K is polyhedric, 
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a(Atu, v - Atu) >< H, v - A,u > vv E S(u(O), F) (15) 
and by the standard argument involving Minty’s lemma, g solves (13). By assumption 
(ii), this solution is unique, so it does not depend on the sequence {tn}. Using v = g in 
(15), we obtain 
0 I a(s - Atu,g - &u) I a(g,g - A,u)- < H,g - A,u >, 
so 
a(g - Atu,g - A+) --f 0. 
0 
In the rigid punch problem, a is coercive except on a finite dimensional subspace, so the 
following corollary applies. 
5 
n 
Corollary 2.3 
In the situation of theorem 2.2, assume that V = V,@V, with alV1 coercive and dim(V,) < 
00. Then 
A tu -+ g strongly in V, 
so g is the directional derivative of r at F in the direction H. 
cl 
In optimization problems involving an elliptic variational inequality (5), one often wants 
to optimize with respect to the coefficients of the bilinear form, so one is led to consider 
the variational inequality parametrized by some t > 0 
d(d, 2, - 22) 2 < Ft,v-ut > 
ut E I- 
Again, one looks for the derivative 
vv E Ii- (16) 
(17) 
under the assumption that (16) has a unique solution ut = rt(Ft). Naturally, one has 
to assume differentiability of ut and Ft with respect to t in some sense. Sokolowski 
and Zolesio [ 121 h ave shown how to reduce (16), (17) to the situation (5), (8) in the 
coercive case. Concerning the differentiability of ut, they assume that there exists a linear 
continuous map A’ : V --f V’ such that 
ljJiUsu”eB ]&(u, v) - a”(u,v)]- < A’u,v > 1 = 0, (18) 
I 
where B denotes the unit ball in V, and for Ft they assume that there exists F’ E V’ 
such that 
We remark that (18) implies 
l4v)l I wl~ll II41 
with M independent from t. 
We now present the result, a generalization of theorem 1 in [la]. 
(20) 
Theorem 2.4 
Assume that 
(i) the variational inequality (16) has a unique solution ut = #(Ft) for any Ft E V’, 
and the map r O is locally Lipschitz continuous around u”, 
(ii) the map x ’ has a directional derivative g(H) at F” in any direction H E V’, 
(iii) conditions (6) and (18) hold for the bilinear forms at, and (19) holds for Ft. 
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Then 
u* = u” + tg( F’ - A’u’) + o(t). 
Proof: We modify the proof of theorem 1 in [12] in a suitable way. One checks with 
elementary computations that the element u* = r*(F*) satisfies 
ut = KO(FO + t(F'- A’u’) + eri(t)) (21) 
i=l 
where 
rl(t) = F* - p - tF’ 
< ?-z(t)+ > = uO(uO, v) - a*(uO,v) + t < A’u’,v > vv E v 
< r-g(t), v > = uO(u* - UO, v) - u*(u* - UO, v) vv E v 
. 
We may interpret ut as a fixed point of 
2 = fyt, z) 
where P : lR+ x V --+ V is defined by 
P(t, z) = r”(Fo + t(F’ - A’u’) + q(t) + r2(t) + R(t, z)), 
< R(t,z),v > = aO(z - u”, v) - a*(z - u”, v). 
Because of (18), (19) and the local Lipschitz continuity of x0, for any c-ball B, around 
u”, the mapping z + P(t,z) is a contraction on B, for t small enough, so in particular 
u* E B, and therefore u* -+ u” in V. Since 
I < b@),V > I 5 Ctll u* - uOll ~~v~~ vv E v 
for some constant C, this implies that Ilr;(t)ll = o(t) for 1 5 i 5 3 and the assertion now 
follows from assumption (ii) and the local Lipschitz continuity of TO. 
0 
We remark that in the situation of corollary 2.3, assumption 2.4 (ii) holds, and the 
directional derivative g(F’ - A’u’) is characterized by the variational inequality 
a0(97 v - 9) 2 < F’ - A’u”,v - g > vv E S(uO,P) 
g E S(uO,P). 
3 Application to the rigid punch problem 
We repeat from the introduction the variational inequality formulation of the rigid punch 
problem, assuming that the rigid punch has one vertical of freedom. It reads 
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. 
. a(u, v - u) 2 <F,v-u> ~‘vEIC (22) 
u E Ir’ c v. 
The underlying Wilbert space V is given by 
V = V(n)” x IR, N = 2 or 3, (23) 
V(O) = {v : v E H’(R),vJro = 0). 
so u E V has the form u = (ur ,u2, y) resp. u = (2~1, ~2, us, y). 
standard one from linear elasticity. For N = 2 it is written as 
r Eij(U) = i(lliUj + 8jUi) 
We assume that a is coercive on V(O)“: 
U(V) 2 c II(U1,...,uN)II~l(n)N. 
The right hand side F is given by 
< F,u >= J fi(z)ui(z)da: + pY7 
R 
The bilinear form a is the 
(24) 
(25) 
(26) 
where P > 0 is the total force exerted on the elastic body by the rigid punch. The convex 
set K is defined by 
I( = {U E V : OYi(Z)Ui(X) + p(X)y 5 (p(x) on PC}, (27) 
where the zone of possible contact I’,, is compactly embedded into the upper boundary 
I’r of Cl. We assume that cp, oi, p are smooth functions satisfying 
0 < GLI 5 llc+)ll I Cl, 0 < co I PC4 2 Cl (28) 
on PC for some constants co, cr. 
The existence of a solution of (22) can be derived from [5], compare also [S]. For conve- 
nience, we use [l]. 
Theorem 3.1 
In the situation (23) - (28), th e variational inequality (22) has a solution. 
Proof: We apply theorem 3.1 in [l]. 0 ne easily checks that (2.17i), (2.17ii) on p. 625 
are satisfied, since Y n rcK = ((0,~) : y < 0}, and that (1.18) on p. 619 holds with 
II0 = 0, II, = projection on the last component. 
Uniqueness and local Lipschitz stability can be proved directly. 
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Proposition 3.2 
In the situation (23)-(ZB), the solution of (22) is unique and the map r : V’ --t V,u = 
r(F), is locally Lipschitz. 
Proof: Let us wrjte u = (fi, y),G = (ur,. . . , uN), F = (F,P), < F,u > = < p,il > 
+Py. Let F; = (F;, Pi) b e given with Pi > 0 and denote the corresponding solution of 
(22) by ui = (fii,yi)* Using (22) twice and adding, we obtain 
0 5 a(ul - u2,u1 - u2> F < Fl - F2,G - c2 > +(P1 - P,)(y, - y2) (29) 
Fix Fr = P’ = F and Pr > 0. For any PZ 2 PI we have by (29) and (22), applied to 
u = d,v = u2 > 
0 5 y2 - yl I $(a(u1,u2 -u’)- < i;7,fi2 - ii1 >) 
1 
5 3a2 - fillI(MIIGlI + IIE’II) 
1 
From the partial coercivity (25) and (29) we get 
JP2 - hll 5 -&(pz - Pl)(MllGlll + llFll) 
This proves that on any interval { (fi, P) : PI < P 5 P2}, the solution map 7r is well 
defined and Lipschitz continuous. But if we fix Pl = P2 in (29), we immediately obtain 
llii2 - fill1 L flliil - ~211, 
so the assertion is proved. 
We now turn our attention to the convex set A’. We have to check that Ii’ is polyhedric, 
and we want to compute the set S(u, F), defined in (11) and needed in the associated 
variational inequality (13). To this end, we introduce the map 
T : v = v(n)” x R + Hqr,) 
(Tv)(x) = %(~)Vi(~)+P(Z)Z, J: E rc. 
Due to the trace theorem and to (28), T is well defined and surjective. We set 
(30) 
Ii’, = {w E H+(l?,) : w 5 cp a.e. on l?,}, (31) 
so I(, is closed and convex in Hfr (I’,) and I< = T-‘( ICC). The following result is due to 
191, compare also the exposition in [6]. 
Proposition 3.3 
The set KC defined in (31) is polyhedric, and its tangent cone 
S(W,) = iw E d(r,) : w 5 0 q.e. on Z(w, - 9)). 
Here q.e. (quasi everywhere) means except on a set of capacity zero, and Z(w) denotes 
the set of zeroes of any quasicontinuous representative of w. 
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Proof: Apply lemma 3.2’ and theorem 3.2 in [9] to Hs(I’,). 
0 
Due to the following proposition, we will be able to transfer the result of proposition 3.3 
to the set I<. 
Proposition 3.4 
Let V, W be Hilbert space, T : V + W be linear, continuous, and surjective. Let L c W 
be closed and convex, set I( = T-‘(L). Let U b e a closed subspace of V such that T(U) 
is closed in W. 
Then 
implies 
&(Tu) n T(U) = cl(C~(Tu) n T(U)) 
T-‘(&(Tu)) n U = cl(&(u) n U) 
and in particular, setting U = V, we always have 
(32) 
, SK(u) = T-‘(SL(Tu)) 
Proof: On easily checks from the definition that 
C&u) = T-l(&(Tu)). (33) 
From this, we conclude 
cl(C~(u) n U) c U n cl(T-‘(CL(Tu))) c U n T-‘(&(Tu)) 
so it remains to prove “ C” in (32). Let II E T-‘(so) n U, so Tv E SL(TU) n T(U). 
By assumption, we may choose 20, E c~(Tu) n T(U) with w, --f Tv. We also choose 
z, E U with 
Tz, = w, - TV, II4 5 w4l - WI)’ 
where 6 : R+ + W+ is a certain function with S(E) 1 0 as e 1 9. This is possible due to 
the open mapping theorem, applied to T : U + T(U). Now set v, = TJ + z,, then 
v, E U, TV, = w,,,v, + v 
and v, E CK(U) by (33)) so (32) is proved. 
cl 
We now combine the results of (24) and (25) t o compute the tangent cone for the constraint 
set I< of the variational inequality. 
Proposition 3.5 
The set I< defined in (27) is closed, convex and polyhedric in V defined in (23), and its 
tangent cone in 21 = (ul,. . . , UN, y) E I< is given by 
S(u) = {v E V : c~i(x)v;(x) + /3(x)z 5 0 on 2 C J?,} 
where 
2 = (5 E rc : ai( + P(x)y = q(x)} 
interpreted as coincidence set of quasicontinuous representatives. 
Proof: We use T and KC from (30) and (31), then I< = T-l(I(,) is closed and convex 
in V. We apply proposition 3.4 with W = Ht(I’,) and L = I<,. The form of S(U) 
now follows from proposition 3.3 and 3.4. Since, for any closed hyperplane H in V, the 
codimension of T(H) is at most 1, the polyhedricity of K follows from that of II’, by 
(32), if we know that T(H) is closed. But this is the case, since through the canonical 
isomorphism between W and jker T)* we have the representation 
T(H) E (ker T)’ II P-‘(P(ker T)) 
where P : V + V denotes the orthogonal projection on the one dimensional orthogonal 
complement H’ of H in V. 
0 
We summarize the results. 
Theorem 3.6 
Consider the rigid punch problem (22) - (28). Then the solution map ?r : V’- V, u = K(F), 
has a directional derivative g E V in any direction H E V’, and g is characterized as the 
unique solution of the variational inequality 
497 2, - 9) 2 < H,v-g > Vu E S(u,F) (34 
9 E S(u, F) 
where S(u, F) = S(u) n { v : a(u, v) = < F, v >} and S(u) is given in proposition 3.5. 
Proof: Due to theorem 3.1 and propositions 3.2 to 3.5, the assertion follows from theorem 
2.2 and corollary 2.3 provided we check that (34) h as at most one solution. Assume that 
gr and g2 solve (34). Then by the standard argument, 
492 - 9h92 - 91) L 0 
but since a is coercive on V(n)” this implies that 
92-91=(0 )...) 0,7),7cElW. 
since 9; E S(u, F), 
so 7 = 0. 
0 = +,gl - a)- < F, g1 - g2 > = -py 
4 Remarks on coefficient optimization and shape 
optimization. 
Assume we want to compute the directional derivative of the solution u as we vary the 
coefficients of the bilinar form or the shape of, say, the lower boundary of 0. 
This leads to the parametrized variational inequality (16), repeated for convenience: 
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d(d, v - u”) 2 < Ft, v - ut > ‘iv E Iii 
ut E Ii- 
(35) 
In the case of coefficient variation, we have Ft = F and 
at = a + tb 
where (N = 2) 
For t small enough, the assumptions of theorem 2.4 are satisfied because of theorem 3.6, 
and because theorem 3.1 and proposition 3.2 remain true if we replace a by at in 22. It 
follows from theorem 2.4 that the directional derivative of ut at t = 0 is equal to the 
unique solution g of the variational inequality 
4% v - s) 2 - b(u’,v - g) Vv E S(u”, F) (36) 
g E S(u’,F). 
The situation is more complicated if we vary the shape of the boundary. One may use the 
method of [14] to describe a one parameter family of domains S&. One then transforms 
to the fixed domain formulation 35. In order to apply theorem 2.4, one additionally has 
to check (18) - (20) and t o compute the mappings A’ and F’. This procedure has been 
carried out in section 4 of [la]; in particular, the form of A’ and F’ is given in (4.56) and 
(4.55) of [12]. Th ere ore, f the assertions of theorem 2.4 remain true for the case of shape 
variation of the rigid punch problem. 
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